Current advancement in radiation therapy for uterine cervical cancer.
Radiation therapy is one of the effective curative treatments for uterine cervical cancer. However poor clinical results for the advanced stages require further improvement of the treatment. Intensive studies on basic and clinical research have been made to improve local control, primarily important for long term survival in radiation therapy. Regarding current advancement in radiation therapy for uterine cervical cancer, the following three major subjects are pointed out; technological development to improve dose distribution by image guided radiation therapy technology, the concomitant anticancer chemotherapy with combination of radiation therapy, and radiation biological assessment of the radiation resistance of tumors. The biological factors overviewed in this article include hypoxia relating factors of HIF-1alpha, SOD, cell cycle parameters of pMI, proliferation factors of Ki67, EGFR, cerbB2, COX-2, cycle regulation proteins p53, p21, apoptosis regulation proteins Bcl2 and Bax and so on. Especially, the variety of these radiation biological factors is important for the selection of an effective treatment method for each patient to maximize the treatment benefit.